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TOGETHER
WE ARE
STRONGER

This year has been a year like no other We realised that we could offer the children
across the world but we know that together stability and structure through regular
we will get through this.
contact and online learning. But then there
was the question of access, of course none
While the whole city was indoors, and the of our children have computers and only a
government advised the management of all few have a phone. It took us days to get in
“homes” to send their children back to their contact with each of them -- often via
families, we went against the tide.
neighbours -- to learn about their condition
and to help with a basic smart phone and
No point in arguing that the children have data recharge.
no families, no point in asking policymakers
for solutions to confinement and its impact Online teaching was alien to our teachers,
on mental health, in questioning how the but one year on we are proud that 100% of
children could go without any access to our children have stayed connected with
education.
each other through regular lessons,
assemblies and competitions, while
We made our own policies. Each child will
schools in Kolkata remain closed.
be with us, going through a new routine of
fitness, online classes, cooking together,
In addition to that our team welcomed 67
an evening activity and a little bit of
new vulnerable children. Their smiling
downtime.
faces and joy for learning remind us why
together we can do so much!
Our day scholars faced problems of a
different magnitude. Most breadwinners in Together we will teach all our children,
their communities rely on daily wages we will protect the vulnerable in our
which they lost overnight. We saw families homes, we will help those most in need,
without jobs, families without food, families we will smile…adopting the anthem
troubled by serious health ailments. Future “We Care”.
Hope provided the family support they
desperately needed -- just enough to keep
Sujata Sen, CEO
their heads above water.
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FUTURE HOPE TO ME IS:
1. Help others
2. Friendly to each other

3. Care for others
4. Respect to each other
5. Look after my school
Sumaira

Indian registered charity No. 14019P

FROM

NO HOPE

I want to be a social worker. Every year many children are kidnapped and many later on live in the street in bad
condition, I feel very bad for them. I am lucky to get a chance to live in Future Hope but all children don’t have that
facility, I want to help them out so that they also get better opportunity to grow in life.
I want to bring a social change where every child in street sees a ray of hope. Anita Class 9

I want to be a social worker.
Every year many children are
kidnapped and many later on
live on the street in bad
conditions, I feel very bad for
them.
I am lucky to get a chance to
live in Future Hope but all
children don’t have that facility,
I want to help them out so
that they also get better
opportunity to grow in life.
Anita

The Need For Future Hope Continues To Grow
Throughout 2020 we witnessed first hand what the pandemic had done to the lives of
families on the streets and in the slums. By June the Indian gross domestic product
had shrunk by 23.9%, the worst dip in the country’s history. The IMF predicts that
recovery will take at least three years, but economists say that this will take longer,
taking into account inflation.

40 million people in India are predicted to slip into "extreme poverty"
(surviving on $1.9 a day) due to the pandemic.
International Monetary Fund-2020
As our relief team went deep into the wider community with rations, they saw how
people who already struggle with providing food and shelter for their families, were
struggling to survive. With no social security or safety net we heard of many mothers
trying to feed their family with only a bag of rice left and no fuel for the stove to cook
it on. Others evicted from their humble homes when they could not pay their rent —
their only options to live on the street or move into the already overcrowded tiny
dwellings of family. Others could not afford or get hold of vital medicines.

Now people are slowly getting back to their daily work, but everything is inadequate
for the people we work with -- part wages, below subsistence is the real story.


Areas underdeveloped, with no facilities
and high crime rates



Parents are labourers on daily wages
who can not provide the basic needs of a
child



Large numbers live in single room
dwellings with limited space, food and
facilities



Most do not believe in educating their
children and need them to work to bring
in money



High chance of children turning into child
labourers, criminals or drug addicts
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TO FUTURE HOPE
Verification Drive by Alumnus Rajesh
With over 600 applications for Future Hope School in 2020 and new
admission criteria to ensure that we help the most vulnerable children, a
team of twelve staff went out into the communities to meet with each of the
families. Alumnus Rajesh, one of the team, talks of his experience:
I was given three areas to visit for verification of potential students. Darapara
is a slum area of shanties next to railway tracks. Lots of residents are chain
snatchers, pick pocketers and into drug abuse. The area is also known for
hidden prostitution. This is a problematic place with very high chances of a
child being thrown into rag picking, begging or substance abuse.
Here I met a family with two children living in an extremely small house
made out of plastic sheets and bamboo. The father is an alcoholic who takes
no responsibility for the family and spends money on alcohol and drugs. He
disappears for many months with no news. The mother who is also a victim
of domestic abuse tries to provide for the family by doing some housemaid
work. She tried enlisting her children in a government school and various
NGOs as she wanted them to have an education and lead better lives.

I recommended these children to Future Hope looking at the conditions and how dark their future looks
growing up in an abusive household located in an area with various anti-social elements.

Always trying to make room for one more!

The need for Future Hope has always been beyond what we can provide, but we strive every year to help as many new
children as we can possibly take. With 100 children shortlisted from the verification process, many more than the school
could hold, the senior leadership team worked together to creatively juggle timetables and resources in order to find a way to
admit 60 of them - 30 more than usual. Throughout the year another 7 joined our homes and school.

Left by his mother and abandoned by his father,
Nikhil went to live with his grandfather who lost his job
in the pandemic
With no money and no basic amenities Nikhil had no hope. Our
team admitted him to Class 3 and introduced him to a smart phone
to attend classes online. Nikhil says he now feels happy and he
always greets his teachers with a smiling face.

Their home was the tram depot, sleeping on the footpath
exposed and vulnerable
Vaishali, Tapan and Dipu lost their father when very young. Their
mother washes utensils and her eldest son sold fruit to try to feed
the family. Future Hope came as a ray of hope, taking all three
siblings in with their mother’s consent. They now feel safe and
happy in our Homes, and are enjoying their lessons.

Kaushik lost his father in a road accident and
his mother left him
Now living with his grandparents we invited Kaushik to come and
see Future Hope and encouraged him to join our school. He started
online classes in April and feels happy to see his classmates each
day. He is looking forward to come to school when it reopens to
play with his new friends.
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TOGETHER

My favourite part of the day
is having dinner with everyone
in the dining room because
that is the time when we all
get together and share our
day’s experience like what we
did throughout the day.
It’s totally a family time for
us where we share our
moments of the day like good,
bad, funny, sad, joy, etc.
Ruksar

WE MAKE A FAMILY

Caring is at the heart of everything we do
We put the children at the centre of our work to ensure that they feel safe, happy and
can thrive. During lockdown our houseparents worked hard to keep a routine, come
up with fun activities and ensure that each child got the emotional support that they
needed. Cooped up with 25 youth in one home for seven months was not always
easy. The addition of a second dedicated counsellor during this time created the
opportunity for all our children to have one-on-one and group sessions each week.
But most of all it’s the family ethos that is getting the children through this time. The
children’s care, understanding and support for each other is both crucial and
delightful.

It is a great privilege to be able to pass on
kindness and goodness. They have found a
way to be happy.
Ranju Nasker, houseparent to the small girls

67 Boys and
59 Girls in a
happy family
environment

12 Caring
dedicated
house
parents

3 Home cooked
wholesome
meals everyday

Daily access to
virtual medical
consultations

Working with the Future Hope children is not just a job. Our children need dedicated, trusted and warm hearted people who
provide them with a safe and happy environment where they can express themselves, play, explore and learn. Our homes are
licensed under the Juvenile Justice Act.

Being with the boys is always entertaining, whether it’s during homework or an online debate. They are so
imaginative, and the relationship we have developed is one where they speak with respect, but freely. All
our work is for them, and our challenge is to bring them onto a good path, and to help them stay on it.
Rajak Ali, Houseparent, Middle Boys
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KINDNESS IS REALISING WE ARE IN THIS TOGETHER
Most important is the spirit of Future Hope - Doctor Muktish Sarkar
I have been a part of Future Hope for many years. With the passage of time, I have
seen different aspects of the dimensions of Future Hope and the little children
blooming into responsible adults — some in normal life-streams and some doing really
well — but all independent and with self respect.
I have seen children excelling in so many streams that I often felt awestruck. Sitara
played the keyboards so beautifully with 8 fingers. Pulak was writing and directing his
plays and skits. Shyamal’s paintings and glass paintings were professional and really
pretty. It’s impossible to name each and everyone’s achievements.
This Corona outbreak and resultant lockdown has opened a new facet of Future Hope,
the employees’ and children’s energy and enthusiasm in going out of their way to help
hundreds of others. I have to give 100% credit to all those involved in arranging and
implementing relief of enormous magnitude to all those helpless people.

The kindness and feeling for the distressed shows that all of Future Hope
has a heart that beats for suffering humanity at large.
When some of our children fell ill our staff and some senior children ran a Covid-19 isolation
ward like professionals.
At the height of the pandemic, 19 children needed to be isolated in the empty classrooms of our
school. With strict lockdown in place and public transport on hold, we were very short of staff.
Our senior youth volunteered to assist in looking after their peers and we had 100% recovery.
Our youngsters worked with pride and passion as the bedrock of our Covid Relief effort
It was they who unloaded stocks in the middle of the night, trudged with heavy loads, counted and packed thousands of
potatoes and onions and delivered the food parcels.

Our staff and older boys and girls went to great
lengths to reach those communities in need,
on foot, by truck, boat and even tuk -tuk
Our children feel proud to be part of the
Relief Team. It was their time to give back
and they did so with huge hearts!

Our youngsters became skilled packers,
gaining energy and passion to reach more
people as they worked together

Our small children baked cake for children in the
Sundarbans after Cyclone Amphan destroyed houses,
crops and livelihoods in May
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TOGETHER

I have seen poverty from
childhood and my parent's
struggle. At that time I
decided, come what may, I will
complete my education and
get a decent job to support
my family.
I dream of simple lifestyle, a
decent job and an educated
family.
Raman

WE CAN DO SO MUCH

Life saving rations distributed to nearly 70,000 people in Kolkata and several
thousand migrants were helped to return home
As witnessed globally, the impact of Covid-19 is felt disproportionately amongst poor
and marginalised people and communities. In India daily wage earners have been
dramatically affected by loss of income and interrupted food supplies. The
suddenness of the nationwide lockdown left daily labourers jobless. As a result, whole
neighbourhoods were starving, unable to work, food prices soared and access to
supplies were severely limited.
To help combat this mounting inequality, a consolidated effort by the staff and all the
children in our homes ensured 5 phases of food parcel packing and delivery to the
families of day students, to the vulnerable at risk of starvation in the slums and the red
-light districts and to some Future Hope alumni and their families who had lost their
jobs as a result of the pandemic.
Our bags of food supplies included rice, flour, potatoes, onions, cooking oil, tea, sugar,
spices and soap, enough to last a family of five for about 14 days. Our team worked
closely with the police and local councillors to distribute dry food and hygiene supplies
across more than 50 neighbourhoods.
As things are slowly opening up across Kolkata our strengthened connections in local
communities help us to continue our outreach work where it is needed most.

Life saving
ration packs
delivered to
70,000 people

5,000 migrants
helped to return
home when left
jobless in Delhi
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32,000 meals
provided to
migrants without
work in Delhi

400 blankets &
110 tarpaulins
spread a little
warmth in winter

INDIVIDUALLY WE ARE A DROP, TOGETHER WE ARE AN OCEAN

Food packets, school books, stationery & connectivity for
230 day scholars and their families
Supporting our day scholars and their families
For our day scholars in the slums the need has been varied and requires a tailored approach which is constantly
evolving. Their families rely on daily wages so during the lockdown dying of hunger became as big a fear as getting the
virus. Being able to contact Future Hope by phone has ensured that the children’s basic needs are met. This includes help
with transport and emergency hospital treatment throughout the pandemic.

In this lockdown my father who is the only earning member of the
family had lost his job. I went to do work and I have helped my family
and two poor children which made me feel proud.
Amitesh
Cylcone Amphan ravaged West Bengal leaving devastation, by student Zahir
Zahir (in the picture with a face mask), joined Future Hope in 2009 when he was just 5
years old. His younger sister joined him later when she was old enough to come into our
homes. They have no parents or family members. Zahir is now in class 11, he loves his
sports and is an active member of Future Hope’s cricket and rugby teams.
The Sundarbans (in the delta of the Ganges) is the place most affected by Cyclone
Amphan. Nobody can say how much affected it is unless one sees it for himself. We left
for the Sundarbans on 14th June and reached Raidighi at around 1.30pm. On our way we
saw all the destruction caused by Amphan. Houses broken, pillars fallen apart, roofs scattered away: such sad views I got to
see, that I can’t write it on paper and express my feelings..

So we started distributing the food parcels to the villagers. The
village was called Pathar Pratima and the most important thing
about this village is that its people are tribal. They stay right beside
the riverbank and due to Amphan their houses were destroyed.

After asking some villagers about how they are getting their
needs without outsiders help, they answered with a heavy heart
that they are selling their domestic animals, which was their only
way of income and now they have nothing left. No house, no work
and most important, no food.
I am really happy that I am a proud family member of Future Hope
and got the chance to give and not take. Who said Gods are only in
heaven, they are also on Earth and inside every human being. So
come forward and help the needy.
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TOGETHER

My dream is to be a teacher.
I believe that education is the
key to changing a person’s
future. It will also help me
change the future for my
family and others around me.
I have been lucky to get a good
education at Future Hope and I
want to share that gift with
others.
Esha

WE LEARN

Online classes and access via technology for 100% of our student population
The pandemic abruptly closed schools and threatened children’s progress and mental
health. This potential crisis for our students required a rapid response and we are
proud of our team who quickly became technology savvy and adapted to provide
online learning.
By dividing the timetable and space across years groups, upgrading the laptops in the
homes and providing cheap smart phones with data cards to our day scholars we
ensured that all 359 students were included and could access school. For our staff
and children togetherness was the way to get through this, a sentiment obvious in the
creativity and smiles seen in the online assemblies and class competitions.
The response from our students and the determination they have shown in keeping
up with their studies has been staggering, with their school work offering them
purpose, hope and solace.
We congratulate all students supported by Future Hope who passed Class 12
(A-level equivalent) in such circumstances and who have gained admission to a
growing variety of higher education or skill training courses.

When I feel bad and miss my friends I do my homework and sit quietly
till I feel better. Doing homework is useful! Sarita

In total 624 youth
supported in
education in 2020

359 children
are in School
education

55 students
supported in
University

210 students
admitted to our
Skills Training

Aiming to be one of the few free NGO schools offering CBSE accredited learning to street and slum children
We are very proud to report that we are an
accredited CBSE School with effect of
1st April 2021 for classes 1 to 10.
A refurbished Science Lab, a dedicated
Maths Lab, Dance Room and Music Room will
offer more hands on learning to our students
and prepared us for a successful inspection
by the Central Board of Secondary Education.
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WE ARE MORE POWERFUL WHEN WE EMPOWER EACH OTHER
Adapting to help our students through the pandemic
By Science Teacher, Koustavayan Choudhary
The lockdown was an unprecedented challenge for all of us. The regular modes of
face to face learning got obstructed and we tried to find new avenues of learning.
Initially I recorded my classes of the topics and uploaded them on YouTube, but
since this was a one way traffic rather than a two way dialogue, I shifted to taking
my classes through video call.
A few day students like Biki, Abhay and Krish were having difficulty with their
connectivity, but they tried adjusting their locations in the slum to minimise it. The
boarders of Ballygunge girls were also having problems due to a network lag. At
first , they were not finding the classes interesting but slowly we all started to enjoy
it. The use of white boards, screen sharing and annotations provided a more vivid
dimension to learning. Classes got more interactive and the virtual world gradually
took over the contemporary way of teaching.
The sessions were more interactive with the day scholars. Often they would share their difficulties with me during online
classes, of being entrapped in small rooms with many distractions. Like Abhay had concentration problems as he was not
accustomed to the new mode of learning. Krish had to manage his infant brother and do classes at the same time, so we
know how much effort he puts in to attend these classes. Especially during Cyclone Amphan, I witnessed how many of them
faced challenges of water logging, electricity crisis and food crisis, like Isha who sent me pictures of her home where there
was knee deep water for over 48 hours and no place else to go.

I could feel the agony of uncertainty compounded by the fear of Corona that they were facing, and the way these
children still came back for classes as soon as their situations permitted them, truly made them my heroes.
Home learning is a new concept for the children but it also transformed their parents. It enabled the parents to witness
firsthand how much effort their wards put into their studies and they also realised the need to provide a study environment at
home so that these pupils can concentrate. Interaction with the teachers made education in these families more inclusive,
where the guardians learnt a bit of academics and a pinch of what the attitude towards study should be.

During the lockdown my family was going through a really bad phase which had broken me
down mentally. I was greatly depressed as I was not able to attend my online classes.
FH provided me with a smartphone with recharge which helped me gain confidence to deal
with difficult situations. I got introduced to the digital world which has given me lots of
exposure. Thank you so much Future Hope.
Naitik
Empowering Our Students To Create Lasting Change
The transition from Future Hope to skill training or college and on to independence is more often than not, emotional. “I will
miss Future Hope and the daily mentoring I had from my teachers and houseparents”, is a common refrain.
The feeling that whatever I do, my Future Hope family will forgive me, support me, look after me is an empowering feeling.
At Future Hope, we continue to do just that throughout University or skills training and beyond -- we praise, scold, berate, but
with that tinge of love that always shows the right path.
WE SUPPORTED 55 STUDENTS IN UNIVERSITY IN 2020/21

NIKHAT
JOURNALISM

ROHID
ENGINEERING

ANJU
FASHION DESIGN

JHILI
PSYCHOLOGY

TANVEER
LAW

SETAUR
B-COMMERCE

University and skills training continue to offer our young people the best opportunity to thrive and go on to inspire change in
their communities and society as a whole. This year 15 new students gained admission to Universities and 210 new students
were recruited to our Future Hope George Telegraph Skills Centre, in spite of lockdown and containment zones. Two new
courses -- Air Conditioning and Beautician’s Training -- were added by popular demand to the six already existing courses.
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TOGETHER

My dream is to be a rapper. I
want to make raps on social
awareness.
I believe music has the ability to
change a person for better, I
am very creative and rap allows
me to express myself.
Last year I have done a rap on
environmental awareness at the
Future Hope Mela and I enjoyed
the experience of telling my
message through rap.
Zeeshan

WE GROW

Creativity and teamwork remains at the heart of Future Hope during the
pandemic, providing strength and entertainment
Our children always embrace new opportunities and use their creativity to come up
with new ideas and solutions.
Many celebrities and specialists from across India generously helped with online
sessions to the wonder and joy of our youngsters.

We’re an optimistic bunch. We keep looking forward, and our teachers have helped
us by organising lots of fun activities during lockdown. We’ve learned loads besides
the usual singing, gymnastics and cooking, in workshops on: Paper doll-making Photography - Make up - Contemporary dance - Food and fitness - Austerity Mental strength - Karate - Tiger conservation -Gardening - Communication in
English - Online cricket - Piano. From the children’s own newsletter ‘The Tiger’
Katie Baddeley House Drama Competition On Video
The best part of my year was taking active part in Inter House Drama Competition
that was held in our school. I was the script writer and tried my best to bring a twist
in ‘Pickwick in the Dark Wood’, a story by Charles Dickens. I had also played a role
which helped me enhance my creative ability. By Susant

Senior boys
created the first
Rugby Pitch
at Rajarhat

30 different
exercises
during
lockdown

28 video visits
from celebrities &
specialists to
inspire & delight

Getting Creative At Home
Our day scholars got inventive with
what they could find at home, from
recycling rubbish into a vase or doll,
to dressing up as Gandhi-ji for the
online assembly on Independence
Day. Every piece of creative work
gets celebrated via our online
Student Notice Board.
We are so proud of their resilience,
creativity and smiles.
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38 on-line school
assemblies,
debates &
competitions

IT TAKES TWO FLINTS TO MAKE A FIRE

Every morning before online school the little girls
exercise an hour on the roof,
stretching, skipping, hopping and yoga

Our young teenagers prefer squats and press-ups.
They do this every evening encouraged by alumni
Sunny and Arpan and by coach Amit

Exercise and routine provides hope and positivity during lockdown
Although not allowed to leave the building the children exercised every day to stay strong. It was important to give them a
structure and to take them away from the computer screen. Many of the day-scholars joined via video-link and benefitted
from organised activity. Exercising helped them release pent up energy, enjoy group activities and to keep dreams alive.
Freedom At Last

Being a coach and trainer I
felt and observed that all of
our children missed the
ground and outside practice
during the lockdown.

With only a rooftop and little space, each step towards
freedom has been an exciting and important one for our
homes’ children.
In August we started to take the young children quietly out
into the garden. The space provided much needed team
games and release.
After 7 months indoors the little girls and boys were delighted
to be outside and play football. Our relief workers also got the
chance to let off steam, playing basketball or tug of war when
they came to pack rations.

Finally, in October the Government announced that groups of
100 people were allowed in outdoor spaces, allowing us to
take the children to our land at Rajarhat where they were
safe form covid with plenty of fresh air, space and liberty.

Amit Nasker,
Cricket Coach

Yes, I also felt the hardship
of how many days they had
to do with online indoor
sessions. The children get
so much joy from playing
sports together.

Our first ever Future Hope Rugby Pitch at Rajarhat

I love playing football. I want to make my nation
proud just like Mary Kom did in boxing, Hima Das in
sprint, Dipa Karmakar in gymnastic and let everyone
know that women can play football and win too.
Suchana

Not having had the chance to play sports since the start of
the pandemic our senior boys and alumni put their passion
to good use, digging, measuring and raising the posts to
create our very first Rugby Pitch.
The pitch is being enjoyed by all our children, from the Little
Girls home who play with energy and laughter, up to the
Seniors who are more focussed on tactics and teamwork.
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TOGETHER

WE SUCCEED

Over 30 years of working with the most vulnerable children of Kolkata we have witnessed the importance of hope and
empowerment in the success of our students. We have seen how with care and opportunity an abandoned child can beat the
odds and one day become a lawyer or cloud security engineer.
It is with your support and generosity that we will continue to provide light in the form of hope and opportunity to some of the
most deprived children and their communities in and around Kolkata.

My dream is to become a scientist
because if in the future something
happened like Covid 19 then I can
invent the antidote.

My dream is to be a social leader through the
profession of teaching. I want to bring a
change in the society and position of women.

Geoff Reese

Sonai

Isha

My dream is to be in the Army
to do something for my country
which will make me feel proud. It
will also help me to change the
future for my family.

Every dream begins
with a dreamer.
Dreams don’t come by
magic but with effort,
hard work and
determination.

My dream is to be a
doctor. I love studying
Biology, and I want to
treat people who are
suffering from disease.
Many people can’t pay
and, I want to help them
for free.

Sachin
Badal

Rupsa

My dream is to motivate others so that they don’t suffer the same ways
I had to go through, to be a successful person and support my family.
Alone on Howrah Station to a successful career in IT

Raju was abandoned on Howrah Railway station in 1993 when he was around 6
years old, desperately ill and in pain. At Future Hope he received medical care,
nurture and an education. He loved his sport and worked hard at school. He left
us a strong independent young man with a Science University Degree. He now
enjoys a successful career in IT and is planning his wedding.

FROM STREETS

The first time when I was picked up from the station I did not know that I
was going through rheumatic fever. Today I am alive because of Future Hope’s
love, care and continuous support.

TO CYBER
SECURITY

I am currently working as a Cyber Security Engineer in a global construction company in Mumbai. I am a Certified
Ethical Hacker and have a passion to explore more and keep on learning, as there is no end to learning.

JAVED
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING

SITARA
PIANIST

SUTRISHNA
NCC CADET AT COLLEGE

MUMTAZ
CULINARY ARTS

BIJAY - LECTURER AT
AZIM PREMJI UNIVERSITY

Remember to sign up for our e-mail newsletters through the website www.futurehope.net

HOW YOU CAN HELP
We rely entirely on voluntary income from
donations, fundraising and gifts in Wills to run
our homes and school. In whichever way you
support us, you can be sure that you make a
real difference to the lives of our children.

A Safe Home for
a child
IINR 10,500 / £105
per month

Future Hope India
Address: 1/8 Rowland Road,
Kolkata 700020, West Bengal
Sujata Sen - CEO
Email: sujata.sen@futurehope.net
Mobile: +91 98300 59249
Local donations in INR
Bank: Kotak Mahindra Bank, Minto Park Kolkata
A/C no: 5212071824
IFSC Code: KKBK0006579
Cheques Payable to: Future Hope India
Future Hope has FCRA registration.
For foreign donations into Future Hope India please
contact Tim Grandage for the details.

Global Fundraising - Tim Grandage
Email: tim@futurehope.net
UK:
+44 (0)7817 175993
India: +91 98310 12126
Hong Kong: +852 689 56436

University for a
young person
INR 14,500 / £145
per month

Future Hope UK -- Erica Grandage
Email: erica@futurehope.net
Mobile: +44 (0)7817 242978
Bank transfer:
A/C Name: Future Hope UK
A/C No:
92160153
Sort code: 40-03-21
Cheques payable to: Future Hope UK
Post to: 107 Abbotsbury Road, London, W14 8EP

Schooling for one
child
INR 4,000 / £40
per month

Gift Aid forms are available on the website or via Erica.

Future Hope Hong Kong - Benard Murphy
Email: bernard.murphy@futurehope.net
Mobile: +852 9093 1752

Bank transfer - We have a new bank account!
Bank:
HSBC, 1 Queen’s Road, Central, HK
A/C Name: FUTURE HOPE HONG KONG
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
A/C No:
741392708838
Swift Code: HSBCHKHHHKH
This a multi-currency account which accepts all major
currencies, including: HKD, SGD, USD, CAD, AUD, JPY,
NZD, CHF, RMB, THB, EUR

If you would like to help us build for the next
generation at Rajarhat we would be delighted to
discuss this. Please email Tim at
tim@futurehope.net

Thank you!

Future Hope Nederland - Roel Linn
Email: roel.linn@futurehope.net / info@futurehope.net

Bank transfer:
Bank:
ABN AMRO Bank Rotterdam
A/C Name: Stichting Future Hope Nederland
AC No:
54 01 47 478
Iban:
NL92ABNA0540147478
Bic:
ABNANL2A

Online Donations www.futurehope.net

